No. FC/II/chd/NPS/Misc

Date: 15/09/2019

To,

1. All Area Accounts Offices, Pay Section (Local), AN Pay
2. All Sub Offices under PCDA (WC) Chandigarh

Subject: -- Release of salary without Generation of PRAN in respect of new NPS Subscribers.

It has been observed that the CSRF(Common Subscriber Registration Form) are not submitted timely to the NSDL due to which there is a delay in PRAN generation. In many cases PRAN is generated after a gap of more than 60 days. However PRAN in respect of the NPS subscriber should be generated in the following month of the joining of the NPS subscriber.

The matter regarding release / non release of salary of new NPS subscriber without PRAN is under consideration of the competent authority. Hence, all the PAOs are requested to provide the details of such new NPS subscribers whose salary are being paid without the PRAN for the further perusal of the competent authority.

NIL report is also required.

Please Accord Top Priority.

Copy to,

1) IT & S Cell (Local) :- For uploading on PCDA (WC) website

Asst.CDA(FC)

Asst.CDA(FC)